1. Introduction. This paper considers the behaviour at infinity of real continuous solutions of algebraic difference equations where P is a polynomial with real coefficients in its arguments y(x+m), • • • , y(x) and x. The problem was first treated by Lancaster, 1 who obtained an upper bound for the rate of increase of the solutions of algebraic difference equations of a given order and pointed out the surprising dissimilarity with the known rates of increase for solutions of differential equations of the same order.
The main object of this paper is to show that any real continuous solution of an algebraic difference equation of the first order (2) P(y(*+1), y(*).*) =0
satisfies the inequality (3) lim inf log log | y(x) \ /x < <*>. This is an improvement over the results of Lancaster, who proved that a continuous solution y(x) cannot equal or exceed ce^(xl n x) for all x>x 0y where l n (x) is the nth iterate of log x, e%(x) = e e *, n is any fixed positive integer, and c is any positive constant. The essential difference in the rates of increase of the solutions of algebraic differential and difference equations is clearly emphasized when this new result is compared with the results of Borel, who showed that any real continuous solution y(x) of an algebraic differential equation of the first order satisfies the inequality (4) lim sup log log | y(x)\ /log x < oo.
Z-K»
Simple examples reveal that relation (3) is the best possible result. First this is the best possible limit, for when y(x) =a & *, a solution of
X-*oo
Since b is any rational number, log b can be made to exceed any finite value. Second, it is not possible to replace limit inferior by limit or limit superior without restrictive hypothesis on y(x), for if \J/(x) is any increasing continuous function tending to infinity with x, a solution of
can exceed ip{x) for a sequence of values of x tending to infinity. The difference equation (5) is satisfied by the continuous function
where <j> is an arbitrary function. Let <f>(x) =ez (\l/(x) ). Then log log y(2n + 1/2) . e f(2n+i/2) lim = lim = oo, *(2n + 1/2) n-co ^(2w + 1/2) which establishes the above statement.
Statements of the theorems.
In § §4-6 we shall prove the following three theorems on the algebraic difference equations of the first order. In § §7-10 we consider equations of the rath order. In what follows we suppose throughout that y(x) is real and continuous for x>x 0 . loglog/(Z + w) è log log/(F)
Hence at least one of the values
is greater than C. If log log f(Z+N) -log log f(Z+N-1) > C then /(Z + tf -1) £ *(*(Z + N -1)) and /(Z + tf) è {/(Z + tf-1)}*> {/(Z + tf-l)}* which proves the lemma. PROOF. Let 0 < € < 1 -(2 log B/A). By Lemma 2 we can choose a sequence Xi, Xi, • • • such that ƒ(*) à *(*(*)), log log ƒ(* + 1) -loglog/(*) > A (1 -«) for x = Xi, Xi, • • • . Let £ r be such that X,<£ r <l+-Xr and log log ƒ&) = (1/2) (log log fiX + X r ) + log log f(X r )).
i-r exists since f(x) is continuous and nondecreasing. Since % r -l<X, <£, < 1 +X r < 1 +£, we have loglog/tt,) -l0gl0g/(e,-l) è log log ƒ&) -log log f(X r ) > ,4(1 -e)/2, loglog/(l + £ r )-loglog/(£ r ) è log log /(l + Xr) -log log ƒ({,) > A(l -«)/2.
Hence writing » r for £r -l and d=exp (^4(1 -e)/2), we have
Also /(l + * r ) = /ttr) è /(X r ) Ê *(*(Xr)) è *(*ftr ~" 1)) = *(*(*)).
Hence the lemma is proved. 
Let K be the max | K\\ for all the ratios of type (14) and let 6 A = 1 +max(l, log K).
(i) First, assume that e 2 (Ax) is a solution of (2). If we replace y(x) by e 2 (Ax), the limit of these expressions (14), (15) and (16), as x tends to infinity, is zero. Hence we have a contradiction to the assumption that e 2 (Ax) is a solution of (2). For there exists an xo such that for X ^ XOf the sum of all the terms T/T' is less than one in absolute value whereas T f /T f = \. (ii) Second, assume that a solution y(x) is greater than or equal to e 2 {Ax) for all X>XQ. Then the ratios T/T' are again of the three types (14), (15) and (16). The ratios of types (15) and (16) approach zero as x tends to infinity; and the ratios of type (14) are in absolute value less than y(x) K +* ) *i-*i fc and the last expression, by Lemma 1, tends to zero as x = ff n -» oo ; for K+e<eK/2=B andeK/2<eK = e 1+lo « K^eA . Hence we have a contradiction to the assumption that y(x) is greater than or equal to e 2 (Ax) for all x>Xo-(iii) Third, assume that y{x) is less than or equal to -e 2 (Ax) for all x>Xo. Let y(x) = -F(x). The argument in (i) and (ii) applies to the transformed equation and so we get a contradiction to the assumption (iii). Since y(x) is continuous, the theorem follows.
Proof of Theorem 2. By hypothesis (6), y{x) is either positive or negative for all x>Xo.
If y(x)^e2(Ax) for a sequence of values of x tending to infinity, A being the constant defined in the proof of Theorem 1, then by Lemma 1, we can find a sequence xi, x 2f • • • , # n -> °° such that y(*+D ê {y(x)}* where B<exp (.4), for X "-~ X\j X 2 t • * * • The ratios of type (16) tend to zero as x tends to infinity and by hypothesis (6), the ratios of type (15) tend to zero as x tends to infinity. Further the ratios of type (14) tend to zero as x-x n ->oo. Hence we have a contradiction and so y{x) <e 2 (Ax) for X>XQ.
If y(x) £ -e%(Ax) for a sequence of values of x tending to infinity, then y(x) is negative for x>Xo and we take y (x) = -F(#). The above argument then applies and the theorem follows. (14), (15) and (16) tend to zero as x = # n --» <*>• Hence we have a contradiction and so y(x) <e 2 (Ax) for x>xo* Since y(x) is nondecreasing | y(x) | < e 2 {Ax) for x > %o.
7. Equations of the mth order. We now consider algebraic difference equations (24) and (25) tend to zero as x = x w +2 -intends to infinity. Hence we have a contradiction and so
Proof of Theorem 4. Under the hypothesis, the ratios T/ T' take the forms
Since y{x) is nondecreasing
The corollary follows immediately from the theorem. The proof of Theorem 6 is similar to the proofs of the preceding theorems. But from (28) and (29) 
